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INTRODUCTION 
 

Welcome to Maximal Performance.  Maximal Performance is run by strength coach    

Richard Green.  Maximal Performance aim to provide amateur sports men and woman 

with elite level strength training programs, at an affordable price, to help people achieve 

their potential in their chosen sport. 

 

Maximal Performance does not just aim to help people improve their performance, but a 

well-designed strength training program will greatly reduce the risk of injury.   

 

Please have a read through this information pack to learn more about Richard and the 

kind of programs you will receive from Maximal Performance. 

 



 About Richard 
 

Richard started out playing rugby, but had to stop  

playing due to a number of injuries. Moving into      

Personal Training and Strength & Conditioning was a 

natural path and Richard managed to learn to use 

strength training to help with the injuries pick up. 

Richard is a Poliquin Performance Specialist.  Trained 

over in America by the world renowned Poliquin group 

learning the training techniques some of the worlds 

most successful strength coaches. 

Richard has a real thirst to help people, especially     

amateur sport men and women, achieve see what their 

body is truly capable of and find out how good they 

can be. 

 



 Strength Training For Rugby 
 

A strength training program for rugby need to be very specific to the position.  The 

strength qualities of a prop is different to the strength qualities of a centre and the 

strength qualities of a prop or a centre is different to that of a back row player. 

 

Everyone knows the strength requirements to be successful at rugby are high, but you 

need to train them correctly.  For example many people will train to be able to do a heavy 

squat, which is important, but very few train isometric strength.  Strength while the joint 

is not moving.  This is a highly important factor to program into a rugby player’s strength 

program otherwise they will not be able to last the distance when wrestling for the ball or 

defending a ruck. 



 What To Expect From a Maximal Performance Program 
 

 First of all, all Maximal Performance programs are fully periodized to ensure results.      

Periodization is a way of organising a program so you reach peak performance at the 

correct time.  

 All programs are specific to the individual needs.  It may simply be to their position, 

but it may be a specific aspect, like increasing speed or vertical jump. 

 Programs are sent via a mobile app with has instructional video so they know how to 

do the exercise and can access their program anywhere (mobile, tablet, laptop or desk-

top) 

 Ongoing online support through email, text, phone or skype/facetime  

 Nutritional Guidelines and supplement advise to the individual get the best from their 

program. 

 

Only £12.50/week  

Payments made via PayPal for you piece of mind. 



 

 How To Get Started 
 

To get yourself started all you need to do is drop me an email to  

richard@maximal-performance.co.uk  and I will be in contact to organise a free            

consultation.  
 

I am always looking to provide the very best service so I offer a 30 day money back    

guarantee from the day you receive your first program. 

 

 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 


